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Customer Reviews for Heckler & Koch H&K USP V1 .45 ACP 4.41" 12+1 Blued Steel Polymer Grip
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Joshua C

on
01/24/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A classic. Great gun. Never had any trouble with it 











Randy L

on
05/06/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It’s a beautiful gun and very reliable. I’m glad I was able to get my hands on this 45 to protect my home. I am sure that this will last me many many years. 











Andrew C

on
02/25/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!
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As always, Buds experience is next to none. Top notch on shipping out my desired items. Ordered Friday, had my USP in my hands the following Thursday. As for the USP itself, this would be my 6th one, and my first in 45 acp. The gun is phenomenal, everything I’ve come to know love and expect from H&K. I had my usual upgrades on stand by for it so I did some work on it as soon as I walked thru my front door. Added my preferred sights, Trijicon HDs (orange) an ambi control lever with a GGG rail. This gun has been next to me ever since I got it. The 45 is only slightly larger than the 9mm variants and honestly, I love the size of this thing. Fits my hands perfectly. It’s been a long time since I’ve had a usp on my side, usually end up letting them go to try other things, but they always come back some how. I don’t see this one going anywhere! 











Paul G

on
12/26/2022




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Like a lot of people, I'd been wanting one of these for quite awhile. It's accurate and fun to shoot and not picky about ammo. The gun is a little larger than the 9mm/40SW version, but fits the same holsters. The only bugaboo is that the mags are so thick that they don't fit available mag carriers. 











Charles S

on
04/01/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent all around gun, A+++! 











Lucas I

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It’s an HK, what’s not to like!? Live this firearm. It’s huge, but well made 











Jacob Z

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Favorite 45 pistol that was hard to find at a decent price. Buds delivered a great price and quick turn time. 1000's of rounds through this with 0 failures. Runs absolutely everything. 











Thomas S

on
08/15/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The accuracy and build quality of the pistol is tough to beat fits like a glove in the hand and begs to be shot as soon as you pick it up its good to see H&K still makes this pistol right all of the controls are easy to manipulate and the pistol aims so naturally a must have for any collector or enthusiast 











Mark J

on
05/12/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have been thrilled with the complete experience with Buds Gun Shop! The selection is beyond huge! If it’s made, I’m convinced they either have it in stock or can get it right away. Buds had the pistol I wanted while everyone else was out of stock with no idea when it would be back in stock. Buds price was also unbeatable! My FFL choice already was registered with Buds, so the transaction went smooth as silk! I also expected to be flooded with constant emails after joining Team Buds, but this has also been a pleasant surprise. I get announcements of special offers and orders, but I’m not constantly being pelted with ads for me to buy now! I would absolutely recommend Buds to any and all friends looking to purchase any type of firearm, accessory or ammunition. Very pleased! 











Brad S

on
04/28/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Its a nice pistol. I have a Mark 23 and the Expert which I compare it to. Fit and finish are what you would expect. This one is obviously smaller than the Mark 23 and the trigger is composite vs metal. All the markings I see on it says it was Made it Germany. Which, if you are buying a HK, is probably where you want it to be made. It does have a metal insert in the dust cover that has HKI Columbus GA but it also has Made in Germany stamped into the plastic. Comes in a plastic HK case with a manual, a lock, an extra mag and that little key to that can be used to disable the pistol. This one is probably the most fun to shoot because they all shoot similar and shooting this one causes the least amount of guilt. You can buy a Streamlight TLR-3 with the correct mount for a USP. You really only need one pistol with a light and this one doesn't need to be it. Mags are expensive and I'm not the biggest fan of the paddle mag release but this is one of the better pistols out there for the money. If you're wishing for a pic rail then I'd check out the HK45. 











Brian M

on
03/21/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent service. I will only buy all my needs from Buds 











Nate S

on
01/11/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As of now its been just over a year of happily owning this pistol. All around its definately worth the money. A good solid brand and a good solid pistol. Ive never had a jam and every round is right on the money. Unlike many other .45's this one handles the recoil surprisingly well and way better than many ive fired. Needless to say i can find a single thing to complain about. Nothing fires quite like a H&K. Their USP is truely no exception. Simply a must own and is a gem to any gun owners collection. Ive even bought a 2nd USP.45 for display. 











Terrance K

on
07/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One of the all time classics. A little outdated. A little big. A little clunky feeling in the hands. But this gun can run. It is a pretty soft shooter for it's weight and frame. Super accurate. It's a nail driver for sure. The grip is pretty blocky, almost like you're holding a 2x4, but it's such a beautiful weapon. No issues whatsoever so far. Love this weapon. 











Robert H

on
08/23/2016




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great gun shoots very well 











Paul H

on
07/05/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent high capacity 45, it's a BIG gun! Not for the smaller handed folks for sure! Has a great feel in the hand and is very well balanced. The weight of the gun soaks up most of the 45ACP felt recoil. Shoots wonderfully smooth and deadly accurate out of the box! If you're looking for a FULL SIZE high capacity 45 in my opinion this is it.... 











Nathan R

on
09/23/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Well its a H&K. Big clunky DA/SA, ultra reliable. DA trigger is nothing to brag about, SA trigger is pretty good. Need a special adapter to attach a weapon light, holsters are more abundant for the compact model. All in all, I like this pistol. I had shot one years prior that a buddy of mine had at the range. The USP eats any type of ammo you can throw at it. Is it my favorite?No. Would I trust my life with it ? Yes. Just get ready to pay a premium for H&K anything. $50 magazines and that's on the cheap side etc. The one thing I can say about an H&K is you will be able to tell the difference in quality from the competition in the polymer pistol market. I have a lot of lead that's been slung down range by this 45 and never had a problem with it. 











Fred M

on
02/13/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great high capacity 45 for reasonable price. H&K is quality +++- Thanks again Buds! 











Joseph S

on
01/17/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice pistol , good service , reasonable pricing. I would definitely consider ordering from buds in the future. 











Christopher S

on
12/04/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Classic Beast. Always wanted one. Now I have one. Couldn't be happier. Be jealous until you get yours. 











Jon S

on
09/07/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This is my first USP45. I have to say that this gun is flawless, but I did have a few downfalls with it. When I received the gun, the box that it came with was broken so it did not close all the way. I am assuming that since the box was broken, it lead to the few light scratches that I have on my gun (the extra mag probably rubbed against the gun during shipment). Unfortunately the light scratches were permanent -_- I don't know how well the finish is suppose to be on this firearm because this is my first USP45. I can't say that it is buds fault for the damages because the damages could have occurred from the shipment or the dealer that I utilize. Over all I am still satisfied with this firearm and I would still choose to utilize buds for my next purchase. 











Michael S

on
01/25/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










possibly the best firearm in the handgun family i would say great ergonomics on it plus its a h&k usp 45 can't ever go wrong with that 











Andrew C

on
08/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As a person who prefers double action pistols, I went looking for a high capacity .45, and I finally decided on the USP. I narrowed my search down to 2 pistols, the Sig P220, and the HK USP 45. I ended up buying the HK USP 45 for the slightly lower weight, and the high capacity magazines. I could not ask for more in a double action high cap .45. This pistol is amazing, from the aggressive stippling on the grips and great ergonomics, to the crisp trigger break and steady recoil. I own several other hand guns, a Beretta 96fs, a Kimber Custom II 1911, a Smith and Wesson 67-1 .38 Special, and a PX4 Storm Sub Compact 9mm, and I have to say, this is slowly becoming my absolute favorite pistol to shoot. If you're a recreational shooter, or a service member who's looking for the characteristics of the .45 caliber in a high capacity polymer double action pistol, I'd be comfortable saying in my opinion, HK should be at the top of your list. Pros: Crisp consistent Trigger pull (both single and double action) Safety can be engaged with the hammer in all positions, including fully cocked. Aggressive grips, and smooth ergonomic grip angle Bright 3 dot sight system, very easy to reacquire sight picture shot after shot High 12 round Capacity (10 rounds in some states) Large trigger guard facilitating operation with all kinds of gloves Smooth magazine action, dropping and inserting magazines is very smooth and vast Large rigid slide release lever, very easy to operate quickly and effeciently Smoother (than normal) recoil (much lighter than my 1911) Easy to field strip Parts are readily available Cons: Proprietary rail system needs an adapter for 1913, picatinny and weaver rail accessories. Bulky block shaping makes concealment difficult Extra mags are expensive Double Action pull is a little heavy for shooters with smaller hands 











Steven N

on
07/22/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this gun from buds gun shop and as always I got fast and polite service. I was looking for a 45 acp pistol that had a higher capacity, rugged design, that had been tested and a gun I can relie on. After doing my research, this was my choice and this is my fighting 45 hands down. Handles plus p hollows points, ball ammo, whatever i feed it. Its accurate and feels great in the hand. The slide operates as if its on roller bearings. Easy to clean and disasemble. points naturally. Also during testing and development of this weapon, 30,000 rounds of plus p ammo were fired with no significant wear. a bullet was logged in the barrel and the fired out of the weapon with another live round behind it....and still shot 4 inch group at 25 yards. now thats reliability! Get this gun and dont look back. 











Brian B

on
06/15/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Order Date: Friday 17 May, 2013 Order Total: $869.00 Gun comes with two magazines and small plastic carry case, all made in Germany. I read other reviews that describe the gun as unusually large, I don't think it is. I have medium size hands, I wear size #9 gloves and find the gun easy to handle. 











Anthony T

on
10/24/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What can I say about this pistol other than WOW! Amazing build quality and finish, just a beautiful handgun. Feels great in the hand and has a nice balanced weight to it both loaded and cleared. Pistol arrived at my FFL in perfect condition and came with a hard carry case, 2 mags, external gun lock, fired shell casing (I live in MD), and a cool HK sticker just for fun. This was my first handgun purchase and I cannot say enough about how great Bud's was, took 5 minutes to place my online order (after months of shopping and figuring out what I wanted to buy lol), shipped to my FFL in 3 days, best price I could find on a new HK USP anywhere online or at local shops/shows. Bud's was great and they will be my go to for all my firearms from here on. Amazing weapon, amazing service, amazing experience all around. Thanks Bud's! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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